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Abstract
Given a set R of r red points and a set B of b blue points in the plane,
the static version of the Maximum Box Problem is to find an isothetic
box H such that H ∩ R = ∅ and the cardinality of H ∩ B is maximized.
In this paper, we consider a kinetic version of the problem where the
points in R ∪ B move move along bounded degree algebraic trajectories.
We design a compact and local quadratic-space kinetic data structure
(KDS) for maintaining the optimal solution in O(r log r + r log b) time
per each event. We also give an algorithm for solving the more general
static problem where the maximum box can be arbitrarily oriented. This
is an open problem in [1]. We show that our approach can be used to
solve this problem in O((r + b)2 (r log r + r log b)) time. Finally we propose
an efficient data structure to maintain an approximated solution of the
kinetic Maximum Box Problem.
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Introduction

In Pattern Recognition and Classification problems, a natural method for selecting prototypes that represent a class is to perform cluster analysis on the
training data [7]. Typically, two sets of points X + and X − are given, and one
would like to find patterns which intersect exactly one of these sets. The clustering can be obtained by using simple geometric shapes such as circles or boxes.
Recent papers deal with the Maximum Box Problem, where the clustering is due
by considering maximum boxes, i.e., boxes containing the maximum number of
points in the given data set. See [9, 10]. The basic problem is the following:
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given a finite set of blue points B = X + and a finite set of red points R = X −
in the plane, compute a box (axis-aligned rectangle) containing the maximum
number of points of B but avoiding points of R. In many applications, the data
are given in a dynamic scenario. For instance, in fixed wireless telephony access
and driving assistance, detection and recognition of patterns for moving objects
are key functions [2]. In fact, with the continued proliferation of wireless communication and advances in positioning technologies, algorithms to efficiently
solve optimization problems about large populations of moving data are gaining interest. New devices offer to the companies an opportunity of providing a
diverse range of e-services, many of which will exploit knowledge of the user’s
changing location. This results in new challenges to database and classification
technology [4].
In this paper, we introduce and investigate the dynamic version of the
Maximum Box Problem where the dataset is modeled by points moving along
bounded degree algebraic trajectories. We present a Kinetic Data Structure
(KDS) to efficiently maintain the maximum box for a bi-colored set of moving
points. A KDS is used for keeping track the attributes of interest in a system of
moving objects [8]. The main idea in the kinetic framework is that even though
the points move continuously, the relevant combinatorial structure changes only
at certain predictable discrete events. Therefore, one does not have to update
the data structure continuously. These events have a natural interpretation in
terms of the underlying structure, for example, when the x- or y-projections of
two points coincide.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an algorithm for the
static version of the Maximum Box problem that will be useful for the dynamic
version. A new data structure for maintaining the maximum box in a kinetic
setting is proposed in Section 3. In Section 4 we give an algorithm for the
Maximum Box Problem in a static setting for which the box can be arbitrarily
oriented. Finally, in Section 5 we present an efficient data structure to maintain
an approximated solution of the Maximum Box Problem when the points move.

2

The Static Version

The static version of the maximum box problem in the plane has been already
studied. In [9], an O(b2 log b + br + r log r)-time algorithm has been presented,
where r = |R| and b = |B|. We propose here a simple algorithm which will be
used later to design a data structure for the kinetic version. First, we observe
that a maximum box for B and R can be enlarged until each of its sides either
contains a red point or reaches the infinity. Thus, the maximum box can be
transformed to one of the following isothetic objects with red points on its
boundary and no red points inside: a rectangle, a half-strip, a strip, a quadrant
or a half-plane (see Figure 1). By symmetry we can assume that the top side of
the box contains a red point.
We show how to compute the maximum box of type 1), 2) and 3) shown in
Figure 1. The cases of a quadrant 4) and a half-plane 5) are even easier and
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can be addressed by applying the techniques based on the Dynamic Bentley’s
Maximum Subsequence Sum Problem presented in [6]. Both cases can be solved
in O(n log n) time. Actually, the simple cases 4) and 5) can be solved using our
approach (below) if we allow sweeping to infinity (the sweep can stop when all
points are swept).

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Figure 1: Configurations of the maximum box.
We proceed as follows. For every red point pr , we compute a rectangle H(pr )
such that
(i) the top side of H(pr ) contains pr ,
(ii) the interior of H(pr ) contains the maximum number of blue points, and
(iii) the boundary of H(pr ) contains only red points.
Then, we take the best of all H(pr ). To do this, for each red point pr , we draw
a horizontal line l passing through pr and sweep the points below l by moving
l downwards.
Let hr be the horizontal line that passes through pr . During the sweeping
we maintain two balanced binary search trees TR and TB such that TR (resp.
TB ) contains all the red (resp. blue) points that lie between hr and l sorted
by x-coordinate. In the tree TB , for each node v we also maintain a counter of
the number of blue points in the subtree rooted at v. When l passes through a
point p we do the following. Let lef t(p) (resp. right(p)) be the rightmost (resp.
leftmost) red point in TR located to the left (resp. right) of the vertical line
that passes through p, and let xlef t (resp. xright ) be its x coordinate. If lef t(p)
(resp. right(p)) does not exist then xlef t (resp. xright ) is −∞ (resp. +∞). We
only process p if the x coordinate of pr lies in the interval (xlef t , xright ). In that
case, p is inserted in TR or TB according to its color and if p is a red point,
we consider a candidate H(pr ) as the isothetic rectangle (half-strip or strip) Hp
whose sides pass through lef t(p), right(p), pr and p. The count of blue points
inside Hp is equal to the count of blue points in TB whose x coordinate lies in
(xlef t , xright ).
In the above procedure lef t(p), right(p) and the count of blue points inside
Hp are obtained in logarithmic time each, thus the top-down sweeping from pr
is done in O(r log r + r log b + b log b) time, giving then an overall O(r2 log r +
r2 log b + rb log b)-time and O(r + b)-space process. In many applications, one
of the classes, say the negative data, (the red points) has few elements with
respect the positive data (the blue points). It means that r  b and thus our
complexity is essentially O(b log b).
We consider the problem of computing the smallest-area axis-parallel rectangle (box) that maximizes the number of covered points from B and does not
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contain any point from R. We refer to this problem as SAMBP. Segal [10]
designed an algorithm for SAMBP with O(n3 log4 n) running time.
We show that our approach can be applied to solve SAMBP. Note that none
of the boxes H(pr ) is the solution of SAMBP since every H(pr ) contains red
points on its boundary (or the boundary extentds to infinity). We augment
tree TB as follows. For each node v ∈ TB , we store the smallest and largest ycoordinates of points in the subtree rooted at v. Since the smallest and largest
x-coordinates of these points can be computed using the sorted x-order, the
smallest bounding box of blue points in H(pr ) can be computed in O(log b)
time. The additional cost is O(log b) per one sweeping step. The overall time
does not change.
It remains to show that the algorithm is correct. This can be shown by taking
an optimal axis-parallel rectangle and enlaging it (horizontally and vertically).
The algorithm checks all such boxes and, therefore, is correct.
Theorem 2.1 SAMBP can be solved in O(r2 log r+r2 log b+rb log b) time using
O(r + b) space.
Note that our algorithm improves the runing time of the previous algorithm [10] by a factor of O(n log3 n) where n = r + b.

3

The Maximum Box Problem for moving points

In this section we introduce a new kinetic data structure (KDS), for maintaining the maximum box. A KDS is a structure that maintains an attribute of a
set of continuously moving objects [8]. It consists of two parts: a combinatorial
description of the attribute and a set of certificates. The certificates are elementary tests on the input objects with the property that as long as their outcomes
do not change, the attribute does not.
Lemma 3.1 Let X (resp. Y ) be the elements of R ∪ B sorted by abscissa (resp.
ordinate). The maximum box for R and B is univocally determined by X and
Y , and it does not change combinatorially over time as long as X and Y do
not.
We design a KDS called Maximum Box Kinetic Data Structure (MBKDS). In
our problem, the set of moving objects is R∪B and the attribute is its maximum
box. According to Lemma 3.1, we consider as a certificate the condition that
two consecutive points in X (resp. Y ) satisfy the x-order (resp. y-order). An
event is the failure of a certificate at some instant of time t and it implies an
update of the MBKDS. We denote each event as a pair hc, ti where c is the
certificate and t is the instant of time where c is violated. We name an event as
flip.
A KDS is compact if it has few certificates and local if no object participates
in too many certificates. With this it can be updated easily when the flight plan
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of an object changes (see [8]). It is easy to prove that the MBKDS is compact
and local.
The MBKDS is composed by the event queue E and the structure D =
{D(pr ) | pr ∈ R} where D(pr ) is a data structure for each red point pr . When
an event corresponding to the certificate of two consecutive elements of X, say
[Xi , Xi+1 ], occurs it is removed from E. Then, we remove from E the events
corresponding to [Xi−1 , Xi ] and [Xi+1 , Xi+2 ]. After that, we swap Xi and Xi+1
and insert in E new events for [Xi−1 , Xi ], [Xi , Xi+1 ] and [Xi+1 , Xi+2 ]. The
event time is computed based on our knowledge of the motions of Xi−1 , Xi ,
Xi+1 and Xi+2 . E is designed as a priority queue with its basic operations in
logarithmic time. The certificates [Yi , Yi+1 ] are treated similarly.
The definition and details of D(pr ) are as follows. First consider the horizontal line hr passing through a red point pr and let Red(hr ) be the set of red
points lying below hr (see Figure 2). Denote as x(p) (resp. y(p)) the abscissa
(resp. ordinate) of p. For each p ∈ Red(hr ) we define
• V(p) as the vertical half-line for which p is its top-most point.
• I(p) as the maximum-length horizontal segment that contains p and does
not intersect any other V(q) for q in Red(hr ) \ {p}.
• Blue(s) as the set of blue points that lie in the rectangle whose bottom
side is the horizontal segment s and its top side lies on hr .
• lef t(p) (resp. right(p)) as the rightmost (resp. leftmost) point in Red(hr )
located to the left (resp. right) of the vertical line that passes through p
and whose y coordinate is greater than y(p) (see Figure 2). Notice that
the end points of I(p) lie on V(lef t(p)) and V(right(p)).
• the set candidates(pr ) of the points p ∈ Red(hr ) such that I(p) intersects
the vertical line that passes through pr . Observe that, according to the
previous section, H(pr ) is the box whose top side lies on hr and its bottom
side is the interval I(p) such that p ∈ candidates(pr ) and | Blue(I(p))| is
maximized.
The key idea for D(pr ) is to dynamically compute H(pr ) when two points
that lie below hr make a flip. D(pr ) is designed as follows.
1. The elements of candidates(pr ) are stored in the leaves of a dynamic
balanced binary search tree Q in decreasing order of ordinate. Every node
v is labeled with a such that | Blue(I(p))| is equal to the sum of the a labels
of the nodes in the unique simple path from the leaf that represents p to
the root. In addition, every internal node v is labeled with b whose value
is the candidate p in the subtree rooted at v that maximizes | Blue(I(p))|.
With this, the label b of the root is the candidate red point that determines
H(pr ).
2. Let TR be a balanced binary search tree whose elements are the elements of
Red(hr ) in increasing order of abscissa. Every node v is labeled with ymax
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pr
hr
right(p)
lef t(p)
I(p)

p

V(p)
Figure 2: D(pr ). Candidate points are those whose I(p) is drawn with a continuous line.
that is the element that has the maximum ordinate in the subtree rooted
at v. It permits us to obtain in logarithmic time lef t(p) and right(p) for
any p ∈ Red(hr ).
3. For each p ∈ Red(hr ) we divide I(p) at p obtaining the horizontal segments
Ilef t (p) and Iright (p) (see Figure 3). Let Tlef t (p) = {Iright (q) | q ∈
Red(hr ) \ {p} ∧ right(q) = p} and Tright (p) = {Ilef t (q) | q ∈ Red(hr ) \
{p} ∧ lef t(q) = p}. The set Tlef t (p) is represented in a dynamic balanced
binary search tree where its elements Iright (q) are stored at the leaves in
decreasing order of y(q). Every node v is labeled with a in a similar way
as we did for Q. In this case | Blue(Iright (q))| is the sum of the a labels
of the nodes in the path from the leaf that represents Iright (q) to the
root. Also, every node v is labeled with the boolean c indicating if all the
elements Iright (q) in the subtree rooted at v satisfy that q is a candidate
red point. Tlef t (p) is designed to support the operators join and split
both in logarithmic time [5]. The set Tright (p) is represented in the same
manner.
4. The set {I(p) | p ∈ Red(hr )} ∪ {V(p) | p ∈ Red(hr )} determines a partition P of the lower half-plane of hr . For each cell C of P we store in a
balanced binary search tree TB (C) (supporting operators join and split)
the elements of B ∩ C in decreasing order of ordinate. Each node v is
labeled with the count of blue points in the subtree rooted at v in such
a way the label of the root is |B ∩ C|. Each blue point p below hr has
a reference TC (p) to the tree TB (C) where C is the cell that contains p.
Also, we associate to each p ∈ Red(hr ) the tree TB (p), which is the tree
of blue points that corresponds to the cell of P that is bounded below by
I(p), and the tree TBright (p) that corresponds to the cell of P bounded by
V(p) and V(q) and has no bottom boundary, where q is the element that
follows p on TR . (see Figure 3).
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TB (p)

lef t(p)

right(p)
Ilef t (p)

p

Iright (p)

TBright (p)
Figure 3: Details of D(pr ).
Because of the similarity between the structure of D(pr ) and the operations
of the algorithm of Section 2, a similar algorithm to build D(pr ) can be designed.
We establish the following result,
Theorem 3.1 Given R, B and pr such that |R| = r, |B| = b and pr ∈ R,
D(pr ) requires O(r + b) space and it can be built in O(r log r + r log b + b log b)
time.
Proof. Both Q and TR have O(r) space complexity. The total complexity of
Ilef t (p) and Iright (p) for all p ∈ Red(hr ) is O(2| Red(h
P r )|) = O(r). The total
space
required
by
T
(C)
for
all
cell
C
of
P
is
O(
B
C∈P |B ∩ C|) = O(|B ∩
S
( C∈P C)|) = O(b). Then the space complexity follows.
The construction of D(pr ) can be done in O(r log r + r log b + b log b) time
by making the following changes in the procedure presented in Section 2 for
the static case. Process all points p below (hr ) by inserting P in TR or TB
according to its color and, if p is a red point, then perform the following
steps. Obtain lef t(p) and right(p), compute | Blue(I(p))|, | Blue(Ilef t (p))| and
| Blue(Iright (p))| by querying TB and insert Ilef t (p) and Iright (p) in Tright (lef t(p))
and Tlef t (right(p)) respectively. Construct TB (p) with the blue points that lie
in the isothetic box whose bottom side is I(p) and one of its top vertices is the
point with minimum ordinate between lef t(p) and right(p). At the end construct TBright (p) for all red point p lying below hr . All the operations described
above are done in logarithmic time each except the construction of TB (p) and
TBright (p) that are done by using efficient Range Search Techniques over the
elements of B in O(log b + k) where k is the number of reported blue points [3].
Each blue point below hr is reported once in the overall process and the time
complexity follows.
2
Corollary 1 Given R and B such that |R| = r and |B| = b, the data structure
D has space complexity O(r2 + rb) and it can be built in O(r2 log r + r2 log b +
rb log b) time.
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In the following we show all the possible types of flips that can occur when
the elements of R ∪ B move. The details on how to process any of them depend
on its type and are given in the full version. We say that a flip is horizontal (resp.
vertical ) when the two involved points change their y-order (resp. x-order).
Flip type (A). Two blue points make a vertical flip. Nothing to do.
Flip type (B). Two blue points b1 and b2 make a horizontal flip. Exchange
b1 and b2 in every tree of blue points TB (.) or TBright (.) that contains both.
b2

r1

r1
b2

1)

r2

r2
2)

r1
r2

b2

3)

b2

r1

r1
b2

r2

D(r1 )
4)

5)

Figure 4: Horizontal flip cases between a red point r1 and a blue point b2 .
Flip type (C). A red point r1 and a blue point b2 make a horizontal flip.
Consider five cases as depicted in Figure 4. The procedure below HorizontalFlip-Red-Blue-1 solves case 1). Note that case 5) occurs only in one structure
D(·) and it can be processed by rebuilding D(·). Procedures for the other cases
are similar.
Algorithm 1 Horizontal-Flip-Red-Blue-1(r1, b2 )
Rebuild D(r1 )
for all pr ∈ R such that r1 , b2 ∈ D(pr ) do
Find the leaf representing Iright (r1 ) in Tlef t (right(r1 )) and add +1 to its
a label.
if r1 is a candidate point then
Find the leaf w that represents r1 in Q and add +1 to its a label. Make
the update of the b labels from w to the root. H(pr ) is now determined
by the b label of the root.
end if
Let T = TB (r2 ) if r2 exists, otherwise T = TBright (r1 )
Pass b2 from T to TB (r1 )
end for
Flip type (D). A red point r1 and a blue point b2 make a vertical flip.
Consider two cases as depicted in Figure 5, and their symmetric cases.
Flip type (E). Two red points r1 and r2 make any flip. We consider two
cases as depicted in Figure 6, and their symmetric cases. We use the operators
join and split [5] for vertical flips. The procedure for solving case 2 is as follows:
Each D(pr ) is updated in O(log r + log b) time, then it implies an O(r log r +
r log b)-time update for D. The basic operations of the procedures for solving
the flip cases are done in logarithmic time each. Each of the trees that are used
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b2
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2)

1)

b2
r2

r3

Figure 5: Two cases of vertical flip between a red point r1 and a blue point b2 .

r1
r1
(a)

T1
r2

rx
T y1
T y2

(b)

r2
rz

ry
T2

Figure 6: Flipping two red points r1 and r2 . (a) Horizontal flip. (b) Vertical
flip.
in D(pr ) can be implemented by using Red-Black Trees where all the elements
are stored in the leaves [5]. We obtain the following result.
Theorem 3.2 Given a set of moving red points R and a set of moving blue
points B such that |R| = r and |B| = b, whenever two points in R ∪ B make a
flip, the data structure MBKDS can be updated in O(r log r + r log b) time.

4

The Arbitrarily Oriented Maximum Box Problem

In this section we consider, as an application of our method for the dynamic
case, the problem of finding the Maximum Box for a static set R ∪ B in the
plane, when the box can be oriented according with any angle (direction) in
[0, π].
It is easy to see that there are O((r + b)2 ) critical directions and the method
of Section 2 can be applied for each of them. With this we obtain an O((r +
b)2 (r2 log r + r2 log b + rb log b))-time algorithm. However, we can do it better
by iterating all the critical directions and computing dynamically the Maximum
Box per each. Start with the direction given by the angle θ = 0. Compute the
isothetic Maximum Box and the data structure D. Then make a rotational
sweeping of the coordinate axis maintaining the x-order and the y-order of the
elements of R ∪ B. The x-order (resp. y-order) changes whenever two points
are at the same distance to the y-axis (resp. x-axis), implying the swap (flip)
of two consecutive elements and the appearance of a new critical orientation θ.
9

Algorithm 2 Vertical-Flip-Red-Red-2(r1 , r2 )
Rebuild D(r1 )
for all pr ∈ R such that r1 , r2 ∈ D(pr ) do
Define rx , ry and rz as depicted in Figure 6 (b). Note that lef t(ry ) = rx ,
right(rx ) = right(ry ) = r1 and lef t(rz ) = r2 .
Let Tz = TB (rz ) if rz exists, otherwise Tz = TBright (r2 )
Set Tz = JOIN(Tz , TB (r2 ))
If rx exists let v1 = | Blue(Iright (rx ))|, otherwise let v1 = | Blue(Ilef t (r1 ))|
and rx = lef t(r1 )
Let Ty = TB (ry ) if ry exists, otherwise Ty = TBright (rx )
Apply SPLIT on Ty by using y(r2 ) to obtain the trees Ty1 and Ty2 as shown
in Figure 6 and set Ty = Ty2 and TB (r2 ) = Ty1 .
Apply SPLIT on Tlef t (r1 ) by using y(r2 ) to obtain the trees T1 and T2 as
shown in Figure 6.
Set Tlef t (r1 ) = T1 . Remove Iright (r2 ) from Tlef t (right(r2 )) and insert it in
Tlef t (r1 ) such that | Blue(Iright (r2 ))| = 0.
Set Tright (r1 ) = JOIN(Tright (r1 ), Tright (r2 )), Tlef t (r2 ) = T2 and
Tright (r2 ) = null.
Remove Ilef t (r2 ) from Tright (r1 ) and insert it in Tright (rx ) ensuring that
| Blue(Ilef t (r2 ))| = v1 + the number of elements in Ty1
if r2 is candidate and it is not after the flip then
Remove r2 from Q
else
Insert r2 in Q such that | Blue(I(r2 ))| = | Blue(Ilef t (r2 ))|
end if
Swap r1 and r2 in TR
end for
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Thus, the Maximum Box that is oriented according to θ is computed by making
the O(r log r + r log b)-time update in D. The overall rotation angle is at most
π radians and we establish the following result.
Theorem 4.1 Given a set of red points R and a set of blue points B in the
plane such that |R| = r and |B| = b, the Arbitrarily Oriented Maximum Box
Problem can be solved in O((r + b)2 (r log r + r log b)) time and O(r2 + rb) space.

5

An Approximation Algorithm

In this section we study how to maintain an approximation of the maximum
box (the number of of blue points is approximated) using sub-quadratic space.
For a constant c ∈ (0, 1), a c-approximation of the maximum box is a box
containing no red points and at least cb∗ blue points where b∗ is the number of
blue points in the maximum box. An O(n log2 n)-time algorithm to compute a
1
2 -approximation of the maximum box in the static setting is presented in [9].
The key idea is as follows: take the median point p of the x-order and compute
the exact maximum box Hp that has p on either its left side or its right side.
Then, return the best box between Hp and the ones that are returned by the
recursive call to the sets {q ∈ R ∪ B|x(q) < x(p)} and {q ∈ R ∪ B|x(q) > x(p)}.
We use a similar procedure to extent MBKDS to a new KDS named as ApxMBKDS. First of all, we study the dynamic operations on D(pr ), that is, how
to perform efficiently insertions an deletions of red an blue points on it. After
that, we consider a new data structure D∗ (pr ) as an extension of D(pr ) and it
is used with a binary tree that has the points of R sorted by y(·).

5.1

Dynamic operations in D(pr )

In this subsection we prove that inserting or deleting either a red point or a
blue point in D(pr ) can be done in O(r + b) time. Both actions are based on
the following primitives.
1. GetP riorities: Given any D(pr ) calculates | Blue(I(p))| for all the red
points p ∈ D(pr ). It takes all such p and applies a top-bottom traversal in
Tlef t (p) and in Tright (p) to obtain, by using the a-marks, | Blue(Iright (q))|
if right(q) = p or | Blue(Ilef t (q))| if lef t(q) = p.
2. IntersectLists(v): Given any D(pr ) and a point v returns two lists Llef t
and Lrigth such that: i) Llef t (resp. Lrigth ) contains the red points
q ∈ D(pr ) such that I(q) intersects the vertical half-line emanated from
v downwards and x(q) < x(v) (resp. x(v) < x(q)) ii) the elements in
Llef t and Lrigth are sorted in decreasing order of y(·). It can be done in
linear time as follows: Denote by lv the vertical half-line emanated from
v downwards and set Llef t and Lrigth to two empty lists. Iterate the red
points q ∈ D(pr ) by traversing the leaves of TR from left to right. If I(q)
intersects lv then insert q at the end of Llef t if x(q) < x(v), otherwise
insert it at the beginning of Lrigth .
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3. RebuildCandidates: This is the operation that given D(pr ) rebuilds in
linear time the set Q associated to D(pr ). First, apply GetP riorities
and obtain the candidates red points by merging on a list L the two lists
returned by invoking IntersectLists(pr ). After that, apply a bottom-up
building of Q from L.
By using above primitives insertions and deletions can be done as follows.
Inserting a blue point v in D(pr ) can be done in linear time: First, find the
cell C of the partition P determined by D(pr ) and insert v in TB (C). After, in
a naive way: Apply GetP riorities and, for all red point q ∈ D(pr ) increment
| Blue(Ilef t (q))| (resp. | Blue(Iright (q))|) in one if v is above Ilef t (q) (resp.
Iright (q)). At the end invoke RebuildCandidates.
Inserting a red point v requires a different approach.
(1) Apply GetP riorities to obtain for all p ∈ R ∪ B | Blue(Ilef t (p))| and
| Blue(Iright (p))| and IntersectLists(v) to get the two lists of red points
Llef t = {l1 , l2 , . . . , lk1 } and Lright = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rk2 } where li (1 ≤ i ≤ k1 )
and rj (1 ≤ j ≤ k2 ) are the left and right red points as depicted in Figure
7.
(2) Include v in D(pr ) by inserting v in TR . This implies the calculation of
| Blue(Ilef t (v))| and | Blue(Iright (v))| to insert Ilef t (v) and Iright (v) in
the trees Tright (lef t(v)) and Tlef t (right(v)) respectively.
(3) Suppose now w.l.o.g. that Y (l1 ) > Y (r1 ). Determine for all red point
p in Llef t or Lrigth (p 6= l1 ) the lists of blue points L1 (p) and L2 (p)
whose members are sorted by Y in a decreasing way and L1 (p) (resp.
L2 (p)) contains the blue points of TB (p) such that x(p) < x(v) (resp.
x(v) < x(p)).
(4) For the new cells Cv , Cl1 and Cr1 , whose bottom sides are I(v), I(l1 )
and I(r1 ) respectively, compute the corresponding trees TB (v) = TB (Cv ),
TB (l1 ) = TB (Cl1 ) and TB (r1 ) = TB (Cr1 ).
(5) The elements of Llef t are the left neighbors of V(v) and to build Tlef t (v)
we have to compute | Blue(Iright (li ))| for all li in Llef t . It can be done
as follows: calculate first | Blue(Iright (l1 ))|, and after for each 2 ≤ i ≤ k1
build TB (li ) from the concatenation of the lists L1 (rj ) where Y (li−1 ) <
Y (rj ) < Y (li ), then | Blue(Iright (li ))| is calculated by using the following
equation:

| Blue(Iright (li ))| = | Blue(Iright (li−1 ))| − | Blue(Ilef t (li ))| + |TB (li )|
where |TB (li )| is the number of elements in TB (li ). Proceed similarly to
build Tright (v) from Lright .
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Figure 7: Inserting a red point v in D(pr ). a) Before insertion, b) After insertion.
(6) Compute TBright (lk1 ) and TBright (v) and apply RebuildCandidates.
The deletion can be done similar to the insertion. It is easy to show that
both operations spend O(r + b) time thus we obtain the following result:
Theorem 5.1 Inserting or deleting either a red point or a blue point in the
data structure D(pr ) can be done in O(r + b) time.

5.2

Apx-MBKDS

In this section we extend or MBKDS to support the maintenance of the 12 approximation of the maximum box. For this, consider the extended version
D∗ (pr ) of D(pr ) that takes care the points that are not only below the line hr
that passes through pr but also above it. Those points above hr are structured
symmetrically to the points that lie below (see Figure 8 (a)). Now suppose
using in the 12 -approximation of the maximum box algorithm presented in [9]
the median point of the y-order instead of the x-order one’s. Then our ApxMBKDS is a Two-Level data structure that is composed in the first level by
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a balanced binary search tree T1/2 having the elements of R sorted by Y and
in the second level by instances of D∗ (.). Refer to Figure 8 (b). The recursive
definition is as follows:
Given R and B, let pr be the median point of R in the y-order. The root
node v stores pr and D∗ (v) = D∗ (pr ) and it is built from R and B. The left
child of v is recursively constructed from the sets Rl = {q ∈ R | y(q) < y(pr )}
and Bl = {q ∈ B | y(q) < y(pr )}. Similarly, the right child from Rr = {q ∈
R | y(pr ) < y(q)} and Br = {q ∈ B | y(pr ) < y(q)}.

T1/2

D∗ (pr )
pr

pr

pr

Lc
a)

Rc
b)

Figure 8: a) D∗ (pr ), b) The Two-Level Data Structure for the approximation.
Additionally we associate to every node v of T1/2 the best maximum box
H(v) of the elements of the subtree rooted at v. It is the best box between the
solution provided by D∗ (v) and H(lc(v)) and H(rc(v)) where lc(v) and rc(v)
are the left and right child of v respectively. The box H(root) of the root node
root is the 12 -approximation of the maximum box.
It is easy to show that Apx-MBKDS uses O((r + b) log r) space and can be
built in O((r + b) log2 (r + b)) time. Now we describe the processing of flips.
Processing the horizontal flip between two blue points p1 and p2 or the
vertical flip between a red point p1 and a blue point p2 can be done as follows:
Let v be the node in T1/2 where the search paths of p1 and p2 splits. Apply the
O(log r + log b)-time update in D∗ (w) for every node w in the path from the
parent of v to the root. Thus this operation takes O(log2 r + log r log b) time.
The horizontal flip between a red point p1 and a blue point p2 can be processed as above but in addition: Let v be the node that stores p1 , update D∗ (v)
by applying the insertion/deletion method of a blue point described in the previous subsection and update D∗ (w) in every node w in the path from v to the
predecessor (resp. successor) of v in T1/2 . This process spends O(r + b) time.
The horizontal flip between two red points p1 and p2 can be processed similarly but adding the following: Let v1 and v2 be the nodes that store p1 and
p2 respectively and suppose w.l.o.g. that v2 belongs to the subtree rooted at
v1 . Update D∗ (v1 ) by applying the insertion/deletion method of a red point in
D(.). We obtain the main result of this section.
Theorem 5.2 Apx-MBKDS is a compact and local kinetic data structure for
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maintaining the 12 -approximation of the maximum box over a set of moving
points. It uses O((r + b) log r) memory and can be built in O((r + b) log2 (r + b))
time. The events can be processed in O(r + b) time in the worst case.
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